TJITOER  THE   'ABBASID   CALIPHATE	ijq
who says: ee The two (i.e. Joseph b. Phineas and Aaron 6.
Amram) were appointed in the time of 'Vbaidallah b. Yahyd
al-Khdqani." This statement, useful as it is, can, however,
only accord with the other facts and dates given in the Arab
sources if we regard the name 'TJbaidallah b. Yahya as a
textual error and read instead Muhammad b. cUbaidallah
b. Yahya.
TJbaidallah b. Yahya x was Yizier under the Caliph ai-
Mutawakkil from 850 to 861 and under the Caliph aI-Muetarnid
from 870 to 877. But the objection of those two sovereigns
to the admission of ahl adh-Dhimtna into the civil service
is too well known to permit the assumption that Jews
could have occupied high offices during their reigns ; still
less that Jews would have been appointed to high offices
by them. Apart from its inherent improbability there is no
evidence whatever in the sources to support such a supposition.
On the other hand, Muhammad b. 'Ubaidallah b. Yahya. the
son of 'Ubaidallah b. Yahya, was one of al-Muqtadir's Yiziers
(912—913) and lived during the very period at which for the
first time we find concrete data of these Jews and their
activities. It is hardly possible to assume that they were
active more than thirty years before any sources mention
them ; their appointment as court-bankers must rather have
taken place when Muhammad b. {TTbaidallah was already
Yizier, i.e. somewhere between 912 and 913. The facts
agree with that; for the first financial transaction of these
Jews mentioned in our sources took place in the year
908 and was carried out under the Yizier Ibn al-Furat,2
probably some years before the title of court-bankers,
doubtless in recognition rather than in anticipation of services
1 Vide E. de Zambaur, Manuel de G^nealogie et de Chronologie pour
rhistaire de FIslam, Hannover, 1927, pp. 6, 7, 12 ; Enc. IsL, ii, s.v.
* Wvz., 80; Tan., ii, 80. Regarding him, vide Enc. 1st., ii, s.v. A
monograph on this Vizier "woidd he a valuable counterpart to the work
of H. Bowen, on *Ali b. llsa, and to that of H. Gottschalk, £He
M&d.ara?ijjuni Hamburg, 1931. Vide the short but excellent sketch of
the Vizier Ibn. al-Furat by A. Mez, Die Renaissance des Islam, pp. 87—9.

